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Product IDs
 RB500 (Red) - WFS150600

RB1000 (Red) - WFS150630 
RB1300  (Red) - WFS150660 
RB1500 (Red) - WFS150680
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RB track safety barriers
Our road, track and site safety barriers are ideal for creating 
easy to reconfigure racetracks, go kart tracks. 

The barriers come in different lengths - 1, 1.3 and 1.5 metres lengths and are 
ideally suited to creating sweeping bends, s-shapes and circles.  

Each barrier (also known as rota barriers) locks into the next using a pin 
system. Because the barriers interlock so neatly, (without the need for extra 
pins and plates), they form a strong, reliable join.  

The lightest barriers in the range weigh just 8.5 kg, the heaviest just 14.5 kg 
which means that trying different shapes and patterns in how the barriers are 
placed is easy. 

The barriers are made from UV stabilised high density plastic so they durable in 
all weather conditions. The barriers are typically filled with water, but can also 
be filled with sand for a more permanent solution.

Key Features 
 Easy to position 

 Perfect for circles and s-shapes 

 Can be filled with water of ballast 

 Recyclable 

 Interlocks securely  

 Stackable design

Size and dimensions
Measurements in mm

RB1000 Barriers used for a go kart trackRB1000 Barrier’s used for a boundary

Model Length Width Height Weight (kg) Weight Full Product ID

500 1250 400 300 10 130 Red WFS150600

500 1250 400 300 10 130 White WFS150610 

1000 1000 400 500 10 160 Red WFS150630

1000 1000 400 500 10 160 White WFS150640

1300 1100 330 360 8.5 96 Red WFS150660

1300 1100 330 360 8.5 96 White WFS150670

1500 1500 400 500 14.5 266 Red WFS150680

1500 1500 400 500 14.5 266 White WFS150690
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